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Boosted Topologies 

MV1 is the ATLAS default 
tagger based on an artificial 
neural network combining 
one impact parameter and 
two secondary vertex based 
algorithms. It was optimized 
in the resolved environment 
on R=0.4 calorimeter jets. 
 

 
Angular separation of boosted 
decay products:   
      
For                       (300 GeV 
for Higgs), decay products of 
jets begin to merge (ΔR< 0.8). 
The performance of the 
standard b-tagging algorithms 
will be non-optimal in such 
environments. 
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ATLAS b-Tagging Algorithms 

SM tt̄

Standard b-tagging algorithms can have problems in boosted environments. Using small-R track-jets and dedicated algorithms 
for boosted topologies can help recover such loss of performance. In addition, these two techniques are complementary and 
combined can significantly improve the performance in the boosted regime. 

Summary 
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Solution one: use small radius track-jets. There are many benefits including: 
•  Resolve smaller angular scales and get a better estimate of the b-hadron 

direction. 
•  b-Tagging can be optimized independently of the calorimeter jets. 
•  Track-jets can be matched to any calorimeter jets, making them a flexible 

tool which can be used in many topologies. Additionally they only need to 
be calibrated once. 

•  Track-jets are naturally pile-up insensitive as they are built from hard-scatter 
tracks only. 

b-Tagging with Track-jets in Boosted Topologies 
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Two main issues can impact the b-tagging performance in 
boosted environments: 
•  Shift of jet axis. Additional activity in calorimeter clusters near 

a b-jet can deviate the jet axis further away from the b-hadron 
flight direction. If such deviation is too large, some tracks from 
heavy flavor decays may not be matched to the jet. 

•  Light flavor contamination. Additional tracks from close-by 
light jets can contaminate the b-jet. This can impact the 
lifetime algorithms and MVA discriminants trained upon pre-
defined reference distributions.  

Problems related to b-Tagging in Boosted Environments 
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Solution two: tune a multivariate algorithm for boosted topologies: 
•  Use overlap independent input quantities, such as jet width and 

third highest d0 significance. 
•  Avoid using overlap dependent quantities like ΔR(jet, vertex). 
•  Retrain with samples enriched with boosted decays. 
A new tagger, called MVb, incorporates these key features and 
significantly improves the b-tagging performance in boosted 
topologies compared to MV1. 

Dedicated b-Tagging Algorithm for Boosted Topologies: MVb 
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b-Tagging in Boosted Environments 
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